
FOREST THERAPY RETREAT AT WAIRUA LODGE
Hannah McQuilkan – is an Auckland based Naturopath, Medical 

Herbalist, Shamanic Healer and Forest Therapy Guide. With 20 years of 
experience in the health and wellness industry, her work is rich, deep 

and powerfully transformative. Hannah held her first 3-day Forest Bath-
ing Workshop here at Wairua Lodge in January 2019. 



WAIRUA LODGE FOREST THERAPY RETREAT

The very first time I met Debbie and Ernst of Wairua Lodge, located just outside of
Whitianga, I knew they were special people and that their home and lodge was a special
place. Their warmth and enthusiasm for their land bubbled out of them as they showed
me around that first day and I was left with a feeling of excitement that perhaps I had
found the perfect place to host the first Tree Mystic Forest Therapy Retreat.
To get the best out of a Forest Therapy Retreat, the location is critical. It needs to be
somewhere private, with access to walking trails and preferably water. It needs to be that
kind of nature atmosphere that you just long to disappear into, to spend hours of time in,
just being.

As I met with my seven retreat participants at Wairua in late January, their enthusiasm for
where they were going to spend the next three nights was infectious. ‘How did you find
this place?’, they exclaimed.
‘Google’ I replied, ‘Good search result right!’. When Wairua Lodge Rain Forest Retreat
popped up in my browser some 6 months before, I had e-mailed the next day.
And so here I was, all these months later - my dream turning into a reality and all the
nerves that comes with that.

Forest Therapy is a practice that gently guides one into a deeper connection and
communion with the natural world. It is deceptively simple in its unstructured and open
model, a practice you can’t get right or wrong but can only sink deeper into overtime.
Wairua Lodge did indeed turn out to be the perfect place for a profound nature
encounter. As I led people through the Forest Therapy invitations, we listened to the
sound of the river, explored the waters coolness with our fingertips and enjoyed the
sensation of walking on the uneven stones to get to the other side. We explored the
textures of different trees and noticed how much life a tree supports - moss, tiny insects,
fungi all clinging to the bark. We sat during the tea ceremony, enjoying Manuka tea from a
nearby bush and felt the city slowly releasing its grip on our minds and blood pressure.
At night under a canopy of stars, with no lights to lessen their shine, participants were led
on a didgeridoo journey by a local medicine man, the sound of the river supporting his
music. As we returned to a more simple way of being, the moon lit spa to follow was pure magic.



The next day participants were sent off on a longer solo Forest discovery, a whole hour
and a half alone in the Wairua Forest, each given a secret invitation to open on their
journey. They emerged bright eyed and inspired, each with their own story of what the
forest had shared with them. That evening I led a candle lit a shamanic drumming plant
journey, a discovery into the essence of a chosen plant. Drums have been used since
ancient times in the Native American tradition to transport people to the spirit world, its
not nearly as weird as it sounds! People have all different experiences, for some its just
relaxing while others receive clarity or messages about different areas of their lives.
As the retreat continued, our Wairua Hosts were a source of constant support - from the
delicious home made breakfast, to providing lamps for our evening activities and creating
an outdoor fire pit - these elements added that special touch you are looking for when
you book a retreat designed to reconnect with the natural world. My only challenge was
being flexible in the activities I had planned outside the lodge, ‘We don’t want to go
anywhere, can we just spend the afternoon here by the river?’ my participants
commented and so we did. In the heat of January, the wonderful Wairua swimming hole
was a definite highlight, some of us even got adventurous and jumped off the many metre
high platform, joy filled screams echoing across the grounds.
As a Forest Therapy Guide, I am naturally passionate about reconnecting people back to
nature and supporting them to discover the natural world as a source of fulfilment, an
ongoing conversation with a world that is so much bigger than what we humans generally
notice. Places such as Wairua Lodge quickly take us to that all too easily forgotten place of
nature bliss, bringing a perspective to our lives so needed in the modern world.
And so, after three nights in paradise it was time for the retreat to end.
‘This venue’, one participant commented, ‘This is the best place for this retreat’. We sat in a 
circle on the dewy grass reflecting on our journey over the past days:

“This Retreat was so nurturing to my inner tree, my roots are nourished and my branches
bathed and massaged with life luxuries. Simple and profound. Recommended.” Ranya, NZ

“Unwinding from a nervous system that is needing reminders of how to slow down and
breathe with ease. This retreat provided a space for reconnecting and I loved the
invitations of the Forest Therapy as a way to meet the need of unwinding and connecting
to the fact that I am part of the whole”. Siri, Norway

“After hours on the road we got off the asphalt and dived into the jungle, through a
gravel road and bridges of water. Wairua Lodge opened up paradise on earth. Hannah was
a great host on this adventure, I got in touch and felt the nature”. Karl, Norway.

It’s the simple things we really need. I invite you to discover this special place for yourself.


